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Box 1
1. Website, 2014-2015
2. Posters, no dates
   a. Coordinator of Minority Admission: Do you qualify for an IUP Board of Governors Scholarship?
   b. Graduate Studies in Educational and School Psychology (2 types), no dates (2010s)
3. Postcard Mailings to Prospective Students, no dates (2010s)
4. Program Brochures, no dates (1990s)
   a. Undergraduate Programs in the Fine Arts
   b. Undergraduate Programs in Health-Related Fields
   c. Undergraduate Programs in Human Services
   d. Undergraduate Programs in Science and Mathematics
   e. Undergraduate Programs in the Social Sciences and Related Areas
   f. Undergraduate Programs in Teacher Education
   g. Allegheny General Hospital Scholars Program
h. Primary Care Scholars Program, Philadelphia College of Osteopathic Medicine, 1995
5. Visitor’s Guides, no dates (2000s)
   a. IUP Admissions Application Form, 1985-1986
   b. Whoever said it would be easy? 1986 (2)
   c. Shades and Images, 1987
   d. Whoever said it would be easy? 1990 (2)
7. Applications and Brochures for Prospective Students, 1993-1995
   a. The IUP Experience, 1993-1994
   b. Indiana University of Pennsylvania: taking a closer look, 1993-1994 includes
      Admissions Undergraduate Application Form
   c. Indiana University of Pennsylvania: IUP, 1994-1995 includes Admissions
      Undergraduate Application Form
   b. Indiana University of Pennsylvania: Undergraduate Prospectus and
      Application, 1995-1996
   c. Indiana University of Pennsylvania: An Introduction, the smallest big
      university in Pennsylvania, 1997-1998
   d. Indiana University of Pennsylvania: Undergraduate Prospectus and
      Application, 1997-1998
   e. Indiana University of Pennsylvania: An Introduction (no application), 1998-1999
9. Applications and Brochures for Prospective Students, 2000-2001 to 2007-2008
   a. Indiana University of Pennsylvania: Undergraduate Prospectus and
      Application, 2000-2001
   b. Indiana University of Pennsylvania: The smallest big university in
      Pennsylvania, 2001-2002 (no application)
   c. Indiana University of Pennsylvania: Undergraduate Prospectus and
      Application, 2001-2002
   d. Indiana University of Pennsylvania: The smallest big university in
      Pennsylvania, 2002-2003 (no application)
   e. Indiana University of Pennsylvania: Undergraduate Prospectus and
      Application, 2002-2003
   g. Indiana University of Pennsylvania: Application enclosed, 2005-2006
   h. Indiana University of Pennsylvania: folder, 2005-2006 (no application)
   i. Indiana University of Pennsylvania: folder, 2006-2007 (no application)
      application
10. Applications and Brochures for Prospective Students and Undergraduate
    Application, 2011-2012 to 2014-2015
    a. Indiana University of Pennsylvania: iup.edu/StartHere, 2011-2012
    b. Indiana University of Pennsylvania: iup.edu/StartHere, 2012-2013
   d. Undergraduate Application, no date (2014-2015)

11.